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Abstract

The present work was initiated to measure and compare tensile strengths (i.e., spall
thresholds) of five different types/varieties of silicon carbide materials. Two of these
materials were sintered, and the remaining three were hot-pressed. Three types of silicon
carbides (one sintered by Sohio and. the other two hot-pressed by Cercom) were
manufactured in the United States. The remaining two varieties of silicon carbides were
manufactured in France. Spall strengths of these five different silicon carbide materials
were measured by performing plane shock wave experiments to a maximum impact-
generated stress level of 17 GPa on the light gas-gun facility at the U.S. Army Research
Laboratory (ARL). The single most important result of this investigation is that spall
strength of silicon carbide, irrespective of its manufacturing process, improves initially to
a certain impact stress level before it begins to deteriorate under higher impact stress.
The decline in the spall strength of both sintered materials and Cercom SiC-B begin at an
impact stress between 3-5 GPa. SiC-N data have a very large scatter. Spall strength of
the French sintered and hot-pressed material increases to an impact stress of 11.7 GPa.
Its spall strength increases from 0.8 GPa at an impact stress of 1.6 GPa to 1.8 GPa at an
impact stress of 11.7 GPa. In terms of spall strength, the French sintered and hot-pressed
materials show the least scatter and largest increase with an increase in the impact stress.
The results of the present work thus offer new challenges to modeling ceramic materials.
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1. Introduction

Materials play an important role in the design of an armor system. An advanced armor

system is composed of a complex combination of different materials. These materials include

ceramic, metal, and polymer matrix composites. The primary function of ceramic is to

reduce/disintegrate the impacting projectile through rupture, blunting, and erosion. Ceramic

materials are attractive because of their low density, high hardness, high elastic modulii, low

compressibility, and good weathering and erosion resistance property. However, it is not yet

clear what combination of mechanical and physical properties under a given geometrical

configuration will make ceramics relatively impenetrable to a given projectile at a given impact

velocity. However, since materials used in an armor system are subject to high strain rates of

deformation. at and around the impact locations, it is necessary to measure relevant mechanical

and physical properties of the materials under similar loading conditions in the laboratory. In

other words, experiments must be conducted to determine properties of the materials under well-

defined impact conditions.

Under plane shock wave loading, the properties of a material under inertial confinement are

measured under shock wave-induced stress and one-dimensional strain (1-D) in the direction of

wave propagation. Thus, the properties of a material measured under plane shock wave loading

reflect the best performance that the material is expected to display in an impact loading

condition (in terms of its compressibility, shear strength, and tensile strength) because it is not

influenced by the geometry of the material configuration. Earlier works on ceramics have shown

that compressive and shear strength of a polycrystalline armor ceramic do not seem to deteriorate

under single shock (Dandekar and Benfanti 1993) and release or under repeated shock-release

loading cycle (Dandekar 1994a, 1994b). On the other hand, tensile strengths (i.e., spall

threshold) degrade significantly both when subjected to increasing magnitude of impact stress

under single shock and release and under repeated shock-release cycle (Dandekar 1992,

Dandekar and Benfanti 1993; Dandekar and Bartkowski 1994). Additionally, it has been

suggested that the presence of minor void-volume fraction and microcracks in ceramics do not



degrade their compressive properties significantly (Ewart and Dandekar 1994). The tensile

strengths of these materials, however, are very sensftive to the presence of voids and

microcracks. Briefly, as long as a ceramic is under compression under uniaxial strain condition,

these flaws do not significantly reduce its compressibility or shear strength, but, as soon as a

flawed material is subjected to tensile loading condition, propagation of microcracks degrade

tensile strength of the material significantly.

The present work was initiated to measure and compare tensile strengths (i.e., spall

thresholds) of five different types/varieties of silicon carbide (SiC) materials. Three types of SiC

were manufactured in the United States. The remaining two varieties of SiC were manufactured

in France. Spall strengths of these five different SiC materials were measured by performing

plane shock wave experiments to a maximum impact-generated stress level of 17 GPa on the

light gas-gun facility at the U.S. Army Research Laboratory (ARL). It is planned to recover

shock-deformed material in future experiments to determine the statistics of microcracks in order

to investigate their role in the observed spall strength. The results of the present work also offer

new challenges to modeling ceramic materials since the tensile strength (measured spall

strengths) of SiC initially increases with an increase in the impact stress before showing a decline

at higher impact stresses.

2. Materials

2.1 U.S. Materials. SiC materials were produced either by sintering or by hot-pressing SiC

powder. The sintered SiC was manufactured by Sohio, and the remaining two hot-pressed

materials, SiC-B and SiC-N, were manufactured by Cercom, Inc. The processing of SiC being

proprietary, the details of processing are not disclosed by the manufacturers. Mechanical

properties of SiC produced by either of the aforementioned two means are dependent on grain

size of the powder, processing temperature, sintering aids, powder-blending process, and

elemental composition and stoichiometry of the compounds present in the processed materials.

All powders have some metallic impurities. These are introduced during the powder
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manufacturing process. In addition, SiC cannot be consolidated without sintering aids. The

conventional sintering aids for consolidating SiC powder are boron, carbon, and aluminum

nitride.

2.1.1 Sohio Material: Sintered SiC. The Sohio sintered material is produced from SiC

powder mixed with sintering aids. The mixed powder is precompacted to roughly 70% of the

theoretical density of fully compacted SiC or single-crystal density. The precompact material is

then heated to 2,023-2,473 K for sintering. Since sintered material uses thermal energy for

densification, the resultant material never achieves the theoretical density and has a porosity in

the range of 2-5%. The grain size varied between 2 and 15 pim, with an average grain size of

4 gm.

2.1.2 Hot-Pressed SiC SiC-B. SiC-B material uses aluminum nitride as an sintering aid.

This material has a unique microstructure. All impurities segregate in small, well-dispersed

clusters along the SiC grain boundaries. The blended powder, containing SiC and sintering aid,

is loaded into a graphite die and then hot-pressed at around 2,273 K under 18 MPa. Since

2,273 K is higher than the melting temperature of the metallic impurities, the melted metals can

aggregate to form inclusions in the consolidated SiC. Sintering aids promote formation of these

inclusions through creating favorable environs to wet SiC grain, surfaces, thus spreading the

melt. The average grain size of this material is 4 gm with the size ranging between 2-10 gm.

2.1.3 Hot-Pressed SiC SiC-N. SiC-N is a refined product of SiC-B, with a proprietary

powder homogenization and use of organic binder. The organic binder bums out during the hot-

pressing of the powder, leaving behind some carbon, which depletes the oxide layer on the

powder. The net effect is to reduce the glassy oxide phase in the final consolidated product. The

average grain size of SiC-N is 4 jim. The range of grain sizes lies between 1-8 gm. Shih (1998)

provides additional details about the manufacturing of these two Cercom SiC.
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2.2 French SiC. Ceramiques & Composites Society manufactured sintered French material

by the pressureless sintering process. The pore volume fraction in the material is 4.2%. The

mean pore size is 1-2 gim. SiC grains are equiaxed with a mean grain diameter being 6 gim.

Sintering was facilitated by the addition of carbon and boron, which led to formation of boron

carbide in the material. The mean size of boron carbide particles are 3.0 ± 1.8 Jim. Free carbon

particles are also present in the materials.

Sintered material, described previously, was hot-pressed to obtain French sintered and

hot-pressed SIC. The hot processing reduced the pore volume fraction in the hot-pressed

material to 2.5%. The mean grain size, the composition, and the crystallographic configuration

remained the same as in the sintered material.

3. Material Properties

The following properties were determined/investigated before shock wave experiments were

performed: elemental composition, average grain size and microstructure, density, and elastic

constants.

3.1 Elemental Composition. The elemental compositions of the five Sic materials (in

weight percentage) are given in Table 1. These five materials have comparable impurities

contained in them. These minor differences themselves may possibly influence the tensile

strength of these materials only through the presence of glassy phase and pore volume fraction in

the materials serving as the weak links in the cohiesivity of the materials.

3.2 Microstructure. Micrographs showing the grain structure of each of the five materials

are given in Figures 1-5. Micrographs were taken at 1,000x. These figures display no

significant difference in the microstructures of these materials at the magnification shown, except

that the sintered materials have larger porosity than the hot-pressed materials. The Sohio and

French sintered and hot-pressed materials showed evidence of elongated grain growth in their
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Table 1. Elemental Compositions of SiC Materials (in Weight Percentage)

Element Atomic Mass Sohio Cercom SiC-B Cercom SiC-N French SiC

Si 28.09 68.51 69.50 69.25 68.40

C 12.01 29.66 29.82 29.31 30.60

Al 26.98 0.03 <0.01 1.00 0.035

N 14.01 0.026 0.176 -- 0.37

Fe 55.85 0.02 0.30 0.10 0.03

0 16.00 0.023 0.113 _ 0.30

S 32.06 0.024 0.027 -- 0.026

Ti 47.90 0.01 - 0.04 0.013

Zr 91.22 0.02 <0.01 0.03

V 50.94 - 0.02 0.02 -

Mg 24.31 <0.01 0.02 - 0.015

Ni 58.71 - - 0.03 -

Ca 40.08 0.02 - <0.01

Co 58.93 - 0.02 -

Cr 52.00 - - 0.01 0.006

Cu 63.54 - 0.01 -- 0.003

Na 22.99 0.01 - -

Hf 178.49 - 0.01

P 30.97 0.01

B 10.81 <0.01 -- __ -

W 183.85 --- <0.01

micrographs. These micrographs do not indicate a significant population of cracks or

microcracks.

3.3 Density and Elastic Constants. The densities of five materials were measured by

Archimedes method. Their elastic constants were obtained from the measured ultrasonic
longitudinal and shear wave velocities. The wave velocities were measured by wave overlap

technique (Papadakis 1967). The ultrasonic longitudinal and shear wave velocities were

performed at 10 and 5 MHz, respectively. The average values of density and wave velocities are

given in Table 2.
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Figure 1. Microphotograph of French Sintered SiC.
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Figure 3. Microphotograph of Hot-Pressed SiC-B.

Figure 4. Microphotograph of Hot-Pressed SiC-N.
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Figure 5. Microphotograph of French Sintered and Hot-Pressed SiC.

Table 2. Density and Ultrasonic Wave Velocities of Five SiC Materials

Property Sintered Hot-Pressed

Sohio French French SiC-B SiC-N

No. of Samples 4 5 5 8 6
Density (Mg/m3) 3.164+0.004 3.137 0.001 3.184 0.003 3.215 0.002 3.227 0.001

Wave Velocity, 12.044 4-0.015 12.055 ±0.003 12.186 ±0.007 12.198 +0.026 12.262 4-0.001
Longitudinal (km/s)

Shear 17.664 ± 0.011 7.670 ±0.007 7.730 ± 0.010 7.747 4-0.018 7.774 ±0.005

3.3.1 Density. SiC has either cubic (P3) or hexagonal crystal (az) structures but has numerous

polytypes. The densities of [3-SIC and €a-SiC are 3.216 and 3.219 Mg/m3 , respectively. Solid-

state sintering at and above 2,273 K leads to transformation of [P-SiC to cx-SiC. Hence, the

density of SiC produced under the aforementioned condition is expected to be

3.219 M'g/m'. Further, SiC-B and SiC-N are 6H polytype materials. The density of a-SiC (6H)

is 3.215 Mg/m3. Consideration of the aforementioned facts regarding the expected variation in
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the density of SiC implies that the sintered SiC made by Sohio has relatively less void volume

than the French sintered material.

Belayt and Cottenot (1996) reported that French SiC material is primarily in 6H polytype

phase though 4H polytype is also found to be present. They report density values of the French

sintered and sintered and hot-pressed materials to be 3.13 and 3.17 Mg/m3. Table 2 shows that

these are in good agreement with this report's measurements of densities of these materials. The

densities of SiC-B and SiC-N indicate them to be fully dense, but the French sintered and HIP

material appears to have estimated porosity measured by void-volume fraction to be 3.7%.

3.3.2 Elastic Constants. The measured values of ultrasonic wave velocities as a function of

density of these materials are shown in Figure 6. The longitudinal wave velocities vary between

12.04 and 12.26 km/s. The shear wave velocities vary between 7.66 and 7.77 km/s. The

variation of the wave velocities with density is linear. Beylayt and Cottenot (1996) reported the

longitudinal and shear wave velocities for the sintered material as 11.8 and 7.6 km/s,

respectively. The measurement of the longitudinal wave velocity reported here is reported here

slightly higher than their measurement, but the differences are in all probability not significant.

Shear wave velocity measurements are in very good agreement with one another. They also

report the values of the longitudinal and shear wave velocities for the sintered and hot-pressed

SiC to be 12.1 and 7.7 km/s, respectively. These values agree with the measurements given in

Table 2. A detailed analysis of this variation of velocity with density using an existing model

dealing with the variation of elastic properties of materials with porosity is under preparation.

The values of elastic constants of SiCs calculated from the measured densities and ultrasonic

wave velocities are presented in Table 3. This table shows that the values of elastic constants of

sintered materials are relatively smaller in magnitude than those of hot-pressed materials, but
these values are within the precision of these measurements for each type. In other words, the

elastic constants of three hot-pressed and two sintered materials do not differ from one another

significantly for similarly produced materials. Poisson's ratios of the five materials appear to be

process independent and vary between 0.160 and 0.164.
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Figure 6. Variation in Ultrasonic Wave Velocities as a Function of Density in SiC.

Table 3. Elastic Constants of SiC Materials

Property Sintered Hot Pressed

Sohio French French SiC-B SiC-N

Density (Mg/m3) 3.164 ± 0.004 3.137 ± 0.001 3.184 ± 0.003 3.215 0.002 3.227 ± 0.001

Modulus
(GPa)

Shear 185.8 ± 0.7 184.6 ± 0.3 190.3 ± 0.4 193.0 ± 0.9 195.0 ± 0.2

Bulk 211.2 ± 0.6 209.8 ± 0.5 219.1 ± 1.0 221.1 ±.1.8 225.2 + 0.3

Young 431.2 ± 0.9 428.1 ± 0.9 442.5 ± 1.3 448.4 ± 2.1 454.0 ± 0.6

Poisson's Ratio 0.160 ± 0.001 0.160± 0.001 0.163 ± 0.002 0.162 ± 0.003 0.164 ±0.001
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4. Design of Shock Experiments

Two configurations used to perform spall experiments on SiC are shown in Figure 7. The

experiment consists of impacting a stationary plate of SiC with a thinner plate of one of the

following: SiC, z-cut sapphire, or tungsten carbide (WC) at a given impact velocity. In one case,

the particle velocity profile is recorded at the stationary plate poly-methyl-meth-acrylate

(PMMA) window interface (Figure 7a). In the second case, the free-surface velocity profile of

the stationary plate is monitored (Figure 7b). The wave velocity profiles were recorded by means

of a 4-beam velocity interferometer system for any reflector (VISAR) (Barker and Hollenbach

1972). In symmetric impact configuration (Figure 7), the impactor disk was generally half the

thickness of the target disk, creating a spall plane in the center of the target disk. The flyers and

targets were 3.949 ± 0.077 mm and 7.944 ± 0.098 mm in thickness, respectively, yielding a pulse

width of 0.641 ± 0.033 gs. A few experiments were done where the impactors were either z-cut

sapphire or WC. In these cases, the pulse width deviated from those in symmetric experiments

on SiC. These experiments have been identified in the relevant tables, where the summary of

shock wave experiments on various SiC are presented. All specimens were 39.5 ± 0.5 mm in

diameter. SiC disk faces were lapped and polished flat to 5 gim, while the opposing disc faces

were mutually parallel to within one part in 104.

The stress-particle velocity diagram for the aforementioned experiment is shown in Figure 8.

The figure depicts deformation of an elastic-inelastic material. Upon impact, stress-particle

velocity coordinates defining the shock state of the material are (erl, ul) in Figure 8. For the

configuration Figure 7a, the measured particle velocities correspond to 0r3, (04, and a5 on the

PMMA Hugoniot in Figure 8. These correspond to initial compression, release from the initial

compressed state, and reshock from the release state of the window material (i.e., PMMA). In

addition, the data analysis for this configuration is carried out assuming that the shock, release,

and reshock response of PMMA can be represented by its initial shock response and its

properties are time independent. The Hugoniot determined by Barker and Hollenbach (1972) is

used. It should be noted that, for a linear elastic material, the points u3 and u5, will be coincident.
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Figure 7. Two Configurations of Symmetric Transmission Experiments (a) With a PMMA
Window and (b) Without a PMMA Window.

For the configuration Figure 7b, free-surface velocities measured correspond to u2, u8 , and u9 .

Further, as in the previous case, free-surface velocities corresponding to u2 and u9 are the same

for a linear elastic material.

When PMMA was used as a window material in an experiment, aluminum was

vapor-deposited at the SiC-PMMA interface to enhance reflectivity for the VISAR beam. In the

absence of a PMMA window, a SiC specimen surface was polished to reflect the VISAR beam

The flyer disk impact velocity was varied to produce impact stresses between 1.57 and 16 GPa.
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Figure 8. A Schematic of Stress vs. Particle Velocity for Shock, Release, and Tensile Paths
in an Elastic-Plastic Material for Analyzing Wave Profile Data.

Impact velocity of the flyer disk was recorded by means of shorting four sets of electrically

charged pins located immediately in front of the target. Pin distances are premeasured, and time

between pins is measured during the experiment so that velocity of impact can be calculated.

The precision of impact velocity measurements are within 0.5%. Impact tilt was less than

0.5 mrad. The precision of particle velocity measurements using the VISAR is 1%.

5. Results

5.1 Data Analysis. The spall strength of SiC as a function of impact stress was determined

by the technique described previously by Bartkowski and Dandekar (1996). The technique uses

the recorded VISAR particle velocity wave profiles of the pull back and steady stresses before

13



and after spallation to calculate spall stress. Shock and tensile paths during the impact event are

schematically shown in the stress vs. particle velocity plot of Figure 8. The spall threshold is

calculated using the peak steady particle velocity recorded before spallation and the pull-back

signal from spallation. For the experiment configuration (Figure 7a), the spall strength

(•T', UT) is calculated by the intersection of states (G3, u3) and (a4, u4) using the elastic

impedance of the SiC. Using the buffered VISAR configuration offers a second method of

calculating the spall strength. The spall strength can also be calculated from the intersection of

lines from (0, u5) and (a4, u4), where (0, u5 ) is determined from the recorded state (G5, u5) using

the elastic impedance for SiC. Under linearly elastic response, the intersection of lines from

steady states before (a3, u3) and after spall (05, u5) with the particle velocity axis will be identical

with coordinate (0, u15 ). The linear assumption is valid for a linearly elastic material. In other

words, any difference in the calculated values of spall stress by these two methods provides some

indication that the material is not linearly elastic. The other implicit assumption is that initial

shock response of PMMA is representative of its release and reshock response. Recent studies

by Dandekar and coworkers (Dandekar et al. 1988; Bartkowski and Dandekar 1997, 1999) throw

doubts on the validity of latter assumption about the shock response of PMMA when impact

induced stress exceeds its Hugoniot elastic limit (HEL) (i.e., 0.7 GPa).

For the configuration shown in Figure 7b, the spall state (-T, uT) is determined by the

intersection of lines from the peak steady state (0, u2) and pull-back state (0, us) using SiC elastic

impedance. Similar to the previous case, u2 and u9 are equal in magnitude for a linear elastic

material. Representative wave profiles recorded for these five SiC materials in experiments

performed at impact velocities of 0.08 and 0.6 km/s are shown in Figures 9 and 10. The wave

profile for Sohio material at 0.6 km/s was recorded at PMMA-SiC interface. Hence, the

magnitude of particle velocity related to impact-induced shock is less than the magnitude of

impact velocity. These wave profiles show no clear-cut evidence of inelastic deformation in

these five SiC. Further, the magnitude of free-surface velocity due to release of shock and

recompression following the spallation in these material do not differ significantly or

systematically with the impact velocity for these materials (Tables 4-8), indicating an elastic

14
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response. Dandekar (1996) measured the tensile impedance of SiC-B to be 40.0 t 1.1 Gg/m2.s.

The value of its elastic impedance from the ultrasonic longitudinal wave velocity measurement and

density is 39.2 + 0.1 Gg/m2.s. In view of the aforementioned, the spall threshold values for these

materials are calculated using their respective elastic impedances.

5.2 Results of Spall Experiments. Results of spall experiments are described by grouping

the materials according to the manufacturing process rather than the country of origin.

5.2.1 Sintered SiC. The results of shock wave experiments performed on sintered SiC

manufactured in the United States and France are summarized as tollous.. Tables 4 and 6 give the

data collected for shock wave experiments conducted on sintered SiC. Tables 5 and 7 give the

values of impact stress, associated particle velocity, release impedance calculated from impact

stress, measured particle velocity and release particle velocity, half the pull-back change in the

particle velocity, and spall strength of sintered SiC. Impact stresses were calculated by

multiplying the longitudinal impedance of a material by the appropriate value of the particle

velocity. In case of symmetric experiments, it was simply half the magnitude of the impact

velocity. In other cases, it was determined from the known Hugoniot of the impactor and

assumed elastic deformation of SiC. This is a reasonable procedure because the free-surface

velocity profiles do not show compelling evidence of inelastic or irreversible deformation suffered

by SiC in the range of impact stress generated in these experiments.

The data for Sohio sintered SiC shows that it deforms elastically when shocked to 11.5 GPa.

The evidence for this comes from the measured pulse widths (Table 4) and values of release

impedance, varying between 36 and 40 Gg/m2.s (the elastic impedance being

38 Gg/m2-s), and free-surface velocity being equal to the impact velocity (Table 5). The

discrepancy in the values of spall strength calculated from measured values of (a 3, u3) and (a 4,

u4), and (Y5, u5) and (,4, u4) for experiment 404 may arise from the assumption that the response

of PMMA under initial shock, also represents its response under subsequent release

and reshock, and possibly the reshock following the spall is not elastic. All other pairs of
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calculated spall strength values agree with one another. Figure 11 shows the variation in the

values of the spall strength of Sohio SiC with impact stress. It is clear from the figure that the

variability in the spall strengths of Sohio sintered SiC with impact stress exceeds the precision of

measurements, thereby suggesting that, even though its response under shock compression and

release is elastic within the precision of these reported measurements, its tensile strength is

influenced by material variability. The material variability may be either due to processing

variation from batch to batch or difference in the evolution of microcracks and/or other defects.

Additionally, a clear trend for a gradual decline in its spall strength with an increase in impact

stress is evident from Figure 11. Experiments were not able to be performed in this material at

higher stresses to determine the impact stress at and beyond which it has no spall strength.

1.2

SSpall(1)
1 • • Spall(2)1 2

J0.6

0.4

0.2 , I
0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.0 12.0

Impact Stress (GPa)

Figure 11. Spanl Strength vs. Impact Stress of Sohio SiC.

The general characteristics of the deformation of French sintered SiC under shock

compression (Figure 12) is similar to that of Sohio sintered SiC. However, two observations

pertaining to this material are worth pointing out: (1) the magnitude of spall strength at each
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Figure 12. Spali Strength vs. Impact Stress of French Sintered SiC.

comparable stress is smaller than the corresponding values of spall strength of Sohio SiC and

(2) two experiments conducted at impact stress of 11.2 and 11.5 GPa show that reduction of

pulse width actually lowers its spall strength. It is difficult to explain such a behavior unless the

specimens used in these experiments had drastically different population of microdefects.

5.2.2 Hot-Pressed SiC. The results of shock wave experiments on SiC-B and SiC-N are

summarized in Tables 8-11. As mentioned earlier, SiC-N is a refined product of SiC-B, with a

proprietary powder homogenization and use of organic binder. The organic binder bums out

during the hot-pressing of the powder, leaving behind some carbon, which depletes the oxide

layer on the powder. The net effect is to reduce the glassy oxide phase in the final consolidated

product. Thus, it is expected that difference in the spall behavior of these two hot-pressed

materials will be partly due to lesser amount of glassy phase in SiC-N compared to in SiC-B. An

implicit assumption in this statement is that batch-to-batch variations in these two SiC materials

are insignificant and do not affect the shock response significantly.
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5.2.2.1 SiC-B. The pulse widths in all the experiments except experiment 607, were

0.61-0.64 gs. The pulse width in experiment 607 was 0.33 gs. Its spall strength also shows a

trend similar to the one showed by sintered SiC previously mentioned. The spall strength

increases from 0.9 to 1.1 GPa at 1.6-GPa impact stress to 1.3-GPa spall strength at 3.8-GPa

impact stress and, upon further increase in the impact stress, it begins to decline (Figure 13). Its

value (spall strength) at impact stress of 12 GPa is 0.82 GPa. The results of experiments 437 and

607 show that the spall strength of SiC-B at 2.6 GPa remains unchanged, even though the pulse

widths in these experiments were 0.64 and 0.33 gs, respectively. Extrapolation of the observed

trend in spall strength of this material implies that it may not have measurable spall strength

when shocked to 18 GPa. This needs to be confirmed through future experiments.

1.5

* Spall(1)-SiC-B

I U Spall(2)-SiC-B

0.5 1 1 , a

0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.0 12.0
Impact Stress (GPa)

Figure 13. Spall Strength vs. Impact Stress of SiC-B.

5.2.2.2 SiC-N. Eleven experiments were conducted on SiC-N. The pulse width in eight of

these experiments was 0.65 pts. The variation in the value of spall strength with impact stress in

SiC-N is shown in Figure 14. The pulse widths in experiments 607 and 617 were 0.71 gs and the

pulse width in experiment 636 was 0.35 gs. The values of spall strength vary between 0.54 and
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Figure 14. Spall Strength vs. Impact Stress of SiC-N.

1.3 GPa. However, there is no discernible trend in the variation of its spall strength values with

the impact stress, as observed in the previous three materials. Further, there is a large scatter in

the measured values of spall strength of this material. For example, the values of spall strength

of SiC-N in three experiments (i.e., 617, 628, and 824-2 at impact stress around 6 GPa) are

determined to be 0.69, 0.81, and 0.93 GPa, respectively. Whereas the pulse width in experiment

617 was 0.72 gs, the pulse widths in the experiments 628 and 824-2 were 0.65 and 0.66 gs,

respectively. Similarly, the values of spall strength and associated pulse widths in three

experiments performed at impact stresses between 2.7 and 3.3 GPa do not seem to follow any

pattern. The spall strength and associated pulse width in these three experiments (namely, 519,

607, and 636) are 0.54 GPa, 0.65 ps; 1.05 GPa, 0.72 p.S; and 0.93 GPa, 0.35 pgs, respectively.

The wave profiles of these experiments are shown in Figure 15.

5.2.3 French Sintered and Hot-Pressed SiC. Five experiments were performed on this

material, generating impact stresses between 1.5 and 16.8 GPa. The pulse widths in these
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Figure 15. Free-Surface Velocity Profiles in SiC-N.

experiments varied between 0.58 and 0.67 gs. The results of shock wave experiments on the

French sintered and hot-pressed Sic are given in Tables 12 and 13. The values of spall strengths

of the French sintered and hot-pressed material as a function of impact stress are plotted in

Figure 16. The first feature one notices is the lack of scatter in the data compared to that

observed in the other four Sic materials. Second, it shows that spall strength of this material

continues to increase with an increase in the impact stress to 11.7 GPa and then shows a decline

in its spall threshold at an impact stress of 16.8 GPa. Its spall strength at 16.8 GPa is determined

to lie between 0.34 and 0.50 GPa. Figure 17 shows the free-surface velocity profiles in this

material at impact stresses of 11.7 and 16.8 GPa. This large variation in the spall strength at 16.8

GPa is due to an observed deceleration in its free-surface velocity profile from a peak value of

0.863 km/s to 0.855/km/s (Figure 17). Thus, though these two values of the free-surface

velocities are within 1% of each other, they lead to the aforementioned magnitudes of spall

strength at 16.8 GPa. However, such a slowing down of free-surface velocity is not seen in any

other experiments performed on this material. Irrespective of the origin of this deceleration, it is
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Figure 16. Spall Strength vs. Impact Stress of French Sintered and Hot-Pressed SiC.
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Figure 17. Free-Surface Velocity Profiles in French Sintered and Hot-Pressed SiC.
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clear that spall threshold value drops precipitously when this material is shocked between

11.7 and 16.8 GPa. The increase in the value of spall threshold from 0.80 GPa at an impact

stress of 1.6, to 1.85 GPa at an impact stress of 11.7 GPa, is impressive and unprecedented for a

ceramic material.

5.2.4 Summary. The results of the experiments on five types of SiC may be summarized as

follows.

5.2.4.1 Spall Strength Variation Trend. The trend in the variation of spall strength with

impact stress in sintered (Sohio and French), SiC-B, and French sintered and hot-pressed

materials show similarities. Spall strengths of these four materials appear to peak at some

specific impact stress and then decline when the specific impact stress is exceeded. Thus, spall

threshold in the first three materials increases until an impact stress between 3.7 and 5 GPa is

reached, and then they begin to decline. For French sintered and hot-pressed material, the spall

threshold increases up to an impact stress of 11.7 GPa and then begins to decline at higher impact

stresses. SiC-N does not show such an unambiguous trend in the variation of its spall threshold

with impact stress.

5.2.4.2 Sohio Material. Sohio material has relatively higher spall threshold than French

sintered material. In general, hot-pressed materials, including the French material, which was

both sintered and hot pressed, show a higher value of spall threshold than the materials that are

sintered but not hot pressed. For instance, SiC-B has a spall strength of 0.90 GPa at an impact

stress of 1.6 GPa, then peaks with a spall strength of 1.3 GPa at an impact stress of 3.75 GPa.

Between an impact stress of 3.75 and 12.1 GPa, the spall strength declines to 0.90 GPa. Sohio

SiC exhibits similar behavior, having spall strengths of 0.65, 0.95, and 0.40 GPa at impact

stresses of 1.6, 3.6, and 11.5 GPa, respectively. The spall strength of French sintered material is

0.5 GPa at an impact stress 1.5 GPa and goes through a maximum value a of 0.63 GPa between

3.5-5.8 GPa. Upon further increase in impact stress, the spall strength decreases to 0.5 GPa at an

impact stress of 11.5 GPa. In the case of the French sintered and hot-pressed material, spall
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threshold value continues to increase from 0.8 GPa at 1.6 GPa to 1.8 GPa at an impact stress of

11.7 GPa. Its value decreases to 0.3-0.5 GPa at an impact stress of 16.8 GPa.

5.2.4.3 Spall Threshold Increase. The unprecedented increase in the spall threshold

observed in the French sintered and hot-pressed SiC with an increase in impact stress is unique.

5.2.4.4 Free-Surface Velocity Decline. The gradual decline in the recorded free-surface

velocity at 16.8 GPa in the French sintered and hot-pressed material suggests an increase in its

mechanical impedance. Whether this is significant or not is an open question.

6. Discussion

Spall strength of a ceramic is generally a time-dependent process; it is always fracture

initiated and dominated. Polycrystalline ceramic invariably contains impurities and micropore

sites. It may also contain glassy phase or phases dispersed throughout its bulk. These sites and

phases are favorable locations for the nucleation and growth of microcracks or microfissures

during the propagation of shock waves. Possibly, release wave propagation also contributes to

this growth. The number of microfractures generated will be sensitive to the number of these

sites and the extent of glassy phase in the material, as well as duration of shock compressive

pulse and its magnitude. This implies that, if nucleation and growth of microcracks in the

material are time dependent at a given magnitude of shock-induced stress, then its spall strength

will be pulse dependent. If, on the other hand, nucleation and growth of microcracks in the

material are dependent on the magnitude of impact stress only, then its spall strength will not be

influenced by the time duration of the shock. Since SiC materials that were unambiguously from

the location undergoing the uniaxial strain changes in the wave propagation direction were

unable to be recovered, it is not yet possible to ascertain a specific factor responsible for the spall

values obtained on the five SiC investigated here. However, if the variability in the magnitudes

of spall thresholds at a given stress with a specific value of pulse width exceeds the precision of

the measurements, then it can be attributed to variation in the quality of the samples. Under the
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attributed to variation in the quality of the samples. Under the aforementioned condition,

depending on the generated population of microfractures, the spall strength of the material

could be foreseen to vary significantly under shock-induced tension.

Both sintered materials show an initial increases in their spall strengths to 3-5 GPa and

decline when shocked to higher stresses. The initial value of spall strength of Sohio material

is higher than of French sintered material. The role of microstructure in the observed

increase in the values of their respective spall strengths is unclear and lacks an explanation.

The decrease in the spall strength with an increase in the impact stress is understandable in

view of generation and extension of microcracks under shock and release. Earlier

investigations on titanium diboride by Dandekar (1992, 1994a), Dandekar and Benfanti

(1993), Ewart and Dandekar (1994), and Winkler and Stilp (1992a) showed that its spall

strength decreased with an increase in the impact stress. Further studies to probe the nature

of the first cusp observed in titanium diboride around 4-6 GPa found it to be associated with

its elastic deformation. As a consequence, its spall strength under single shock and release,

and under repeated shock and release below the first cusp, remained constant around 0.35

GPa. However, when titanium diboride was shocked to 6.8 GPa, beyond the first cusp level,

its spall strength under single shock and release reduced to 0.18 GPa. Spall strength under

repeated shock and release was decreased to 0.07 GPa. The microstructural studies of the

recovered titanium diboride materials by Ewart and Dandekar (1994) showed that defects

generated during the shock wave experiments were responsible for the observed decrease in

its spall strength. Winkler and Stilp (1992a) came to similar conclusions from their

investigation on titanium diboride. None of the SiC material investigated in this work show a

first cusp in their wave profile as observed in titanium diboride. Yet, only repeated

shock-release experiments, as done earlier on titanium diboride (Dandekar and Benfanti

1993), combined with careful microstructural examination of shock-recovered materials can

lead to understanding the observed initial increase in the spall strengths of these materials

with an increase in the impact stress.
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The spall strength of SiC-B shows a trend similar to those shown by the two sintered silicon

carbide materials. An increase in its spall strength is observed up to around 3 GPa, and when

shocked beyond this stress level, the spall strength begins to decline. The spall strength of SiC-N

does not show an unambiguous trend in the variation of its spall strength with impact stress. The

scatter in the experimental data is very puzzling. The best guess is that observed scatter in the

data is probably because SiC-N material quality varied widely. The highest value of spall

strength 1.32-1.34 GPa is obtained at impact stress between 8 and 12 GPa.

The spall strength of French sintered and hot-pressed SiC shows very little scatter in the data.

Spall strength increases from around 0.8 GPa at an impact stress of 1.6 GPa to 1.86 GPa when

shocked to 11.7 GPa. When shocked to 16.8 GPa, the spall threshold reduces to 0.3-0.5 GPa. In

an earlier investigation on a hot-pressed SiC, Winkler and Stilp (1992b) also found the spall

strength of their material increasing with an increase in the impact stress. The data from their

experiments on SiC is plotted in Figure 18. It shows that the spall strength of hot-pressed SiC

increases from 0.6 GPa at an impact stress of 0.7 GPa to 1.1 GPa at 11.4 GPa and then begins to

decline, with a value of 0.7 GPa at an impact stress of 20 GPa. The flyers used by Winkler and

Stilp in these experiments are as follows: for 0.7-GPa experiment, a 0.7-mm-thick PMMA was

used; for 1.3-GPa impact stress experiment, a 1.6-mm-thick aluminum flyer was used; the

remaining experiments use an Armco iron flyer, with either 1-mm or 1.6-mm thickness. SiC

targets were 5.5-6 mm thick. Winkler and Stilp (1992b) report the HEL of their SiC to be

between 13 and 14.7 GPa. Since they do not report the errors associated with their

measurements of spall strength, it is difficult to state whether or not the difference in the values

of the spall thresholds 0.5 and 0.7 GPa at impact stresses 12 and 20 GPa, respectively, are

significantly different from one another.

In the present experiments, the variation of spall strength with impact stress in SiC does not

exhibit behavior similar to other ceramics. For example, titanium diboride has a spall strength

that is constant at 0.33 GPa up to an impact stress of 5.9 GPa. Above 5.9 GPa, the spall strength

decreases to nearly 0 at its HEL of 13.5 GPa. On the other hand, Coors AD995
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Figure 18. Spall Strength vs. Impact Stress of French Sintered and Hot-Isostatically-
Pressed SiC and Hot-Pressed SiC, From Winkler and Stilp (1992b).

alumina has a constant spall threshold of 0.45 GPa beyond its HEL of 6.7 GPa. The rate of

growth of defects increases with duration of impact stress in AD995, evident by the decrease in

spall strength with increase in impact stress pulse width.

7. Future Work

The single most important result of this investigation is that spall strength of SiC, irrespective

of its manufacturing process, improves initially to a certain impact stress level before it begins to

deteriorate under higher impact stress. In terms of spall strength, the French sintered and hot-

pressed material shows least scatter and largest increase with an increase in the impact stress. In

view of the aforementioned, it will be very useful to conduct spall experiments subjected to

repeated shock and release, as done earlier on titanium diboride (Dandekar and Benfanti 1993)
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combined with careful microstructural examination of shock recovered materials to understand

the observed initial increase in the spall strengths of these materials with an increase in the

impact stress.
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